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THE PART OF ROYAL SIGNALS IN THE EIGHTH ARMY'S VICTORY

Prom official sources in the Middle East comes the story of a lineman of Royal

Signals-who was astride the cross-arm of a telegraph pole, testing the line with his

field telephone. An enemy aircraft dived at him Before he could scramble down his

ladder. The ladder was knockedaway and the lineman wounded in both legs. The

sergeant with the remainder of the lane detachment half-a-mile : away rang through on

the lino. "Are you O.K. George?” Back came the reply, "Me? I’m up the pole, send

the fire Brigade”.

That incident is only one of innumerable proofs that Royal Signals are

combatant troops, taking their full share of the dangers of a campaign with the

fighting troops« Wherever there is Battle there are Signals.

Before El Alamein an underground cable from Cairo was carried.forward to within

half-a-mile of the most advanced positions and overhead Branches completed the

remaining 800 yards.

When the infantry and Royal Engineers pushed through the enemy minefields Royal

Signals accompanied them. In order that our movements might Be hidden as long as

possible wireless was not resorted to except in coses of dire need. Field lines

were laid everywhere. They were often Broken and always repaired. The laying and

repairing cost many lives But the work was essential to 8th Army's victory.

The terrific concentration of artillery fire at the Beginning of the Battle,
the advance of the infantry, the penetration of the tanks into the enemy defences

were all coordinated and controlled through the agency of Royal Signals.

After the Break through wireless came into its own. In anticipation of the

difficulties which would Be met in maintaining lino communications during a rapid

advance, mobile high speed wireless detachments had Been formed to accompany the

Headquarters of Eighth Array and keep in touch with Cairo* These wireless links did,
in fact, successfully handle all the most urgent traffic throughout the period of

pursuit*

As it was between Eighth Army and its Base, so wireless was the mainstay of

communications within the Army® The number of sets has progressively increased Both

for operational and administrative purposes. Wireless enabled raiding columns to

operate against the enemy L of C and pass Back vital information. It also enabled

medical supplies, including Blood for transfusion, to Bo rushed to dressing stations

in the forward areas in time to save many lives*

Bach division in the desert has approximately 1,000 wireless sets. Headquarters
and Army troops have many more* To maintain such a multitude in operation during a

1,300 mile march through the desert, raised a considerable problem of supply. Every

mobile set is dependent upon Batteries to work it. The Bulk of them use a pair of

Batteries equivalent in size and weight to a large size car Battery. These,

together with reserve Batteries, had to Be charged and supplied with acid and

distilled water. For many weeks Royal Signals were charging 12,000 Batteries every

day. The replacement and repair of sets and charging equipment called for a

considerable workshop organisation and large stocks of spares*
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The leading role had passed to wireless* But the lines and the men who laid,

repaired and operated them were far from idle * They worked 24 hours a day to

achieve astonishing results*

In preparation for the advance, stocks had been accumulated and plans laid so

that the telegraph and telephone routes could be extended forward with the utmost

speed. One route was to follow the railway, which it was essential to put into

operation as quickly as possible. Another route was to follow the road, and the

buried cable was to be carried forward in addition*

The enemy cut down telegraph poles at frequent intervals and laid mines about

the stumps# V/here the poles were still standing the joints in the wire were

unsoldered (the enemy line maintenance was appalling by British standard) # As a

result about 100 "dry" joints per mile had to be found, cut out, rejointed and

soldered# Without this the carrier equipment (which provides several speech and

telegraph circuits on a single pair of wires) could not be ejected to operate#

By comparison with the overhead routes, progress.with the buried cable was

slow. This was due to minefields and the rocky nature of the ground in certain

areas# By 12 December 1942 Cairo was connected by telephone and telegraph to

Benghazi 11 days after Army H. Q. was established there#

Eventually on 30 January 1943 the Chief Signal Officer of Eighth Army was able

to telephone from Tripoli to Baghdad* a distance of more than 2,500 miles, or twice

the distance from London to Moscow*

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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